
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

 
AUTHENTICOM, INC., 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

CDK GLOBAL, LLC, and THE REYNOLDS 
AND REYNOLDS COMPANY, 

Defendants. 
______________________________________ 

THE REYNOLDS AND REYNOLDS 
COMPANY, 

Counterclaim Plaintiff, 

v.  

AUTHENTICOM, INC., 

Counterclaim Defendant. 

 

 

 

 

 

No. 3:17-CV-318-JDP 

 

 
DEFENDANT THE REYNOLDS AND REYNOLDS COMPANY’S 

ORIGINAL COUNTERCLAIMS 
              

 Defendant The Reynolds and Reynolds Company (“Reynolds”), by its undersigned 

counsel and pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 13, for its counterclaims against Authenticom, Inc. 

(“Authenticom”), states as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Defendant, Counterclaim Plaintiff The Reynolds and Reynolds Company is a 

privately held Ohio corporation with its corporate headquarters and principal place of business at 

One Reynolds Way, Kettering, Ohio 45430. 
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2. As alleged in Authenticom’s complaint, Plaintiff, Counterclaim Defendant 

Authenticom, Inc. is a privately held Wisconsin corporation with its corporate headquarters and 

principal place of business at 400 Main Street, La Crosse, Wisconsin  54601. 

NATURE OF THE COUNTERCLAIMS 

3. These counterclaims arise under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (“CFAA”), 

18 U.S.C. § 1030; the Wisconsin Computer Crimes Act (“WCCA”), Wis. Stat. § 943.70(2)(a); 

the California Comprehensive Computer Data Access and Fraud Act, Cal. Penal Code § 502; and 

Wisconsin common law. 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over these counterclaims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1331, 1332(a)(1), 1367(a), 2201(a), and 2202.  There is federal question jurisdiction under 28 

U.S.C. § 1331 because Reynolds seeks to enforce its federal statutory rights under the CFAA.  

There is diversity jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1) because Reynolds is a citizen of 

Ohio, Authenticom is a citizen of Wisconsin, and the matter in controversy with respect to these 

counterclaims exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.  There also is 

supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a) because they 

are so related to claims in the action within the Court’s original jurisdiction that they form part of 

the same case or controversy under Article III of the United States Constitution. 

5. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Authenticom because it is located and 

does business in this District; because many of its illegal actions challenged in these 

counterclaims occurred in, and/or were directed from, this District; and because it has filed a 

complaint against Reynolds in this Court. 

6. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c). 
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RELEVANT BACKGROUND 

A. Reynolds’ Dealer Management System 

7. Reynolds was founded in 1866 and formally incorporated in Ohio in 1889.  It has 

been partnering with retail automotive dealers to improve their business operations since the 

1920s, when Reynolds created the first standardized account forms and a paper-based accounting 

system for the retail automotive industry. 

8. Reynolds introduced “ERA,” the first computerized “Dealer Management 

System” (“DMS”), in the late 1980s.  As discussed in more detail below (and as thoroughly 

documented in the record of the recent June 26-28, 2017 evidentiary hearing in this litigation), 

the Reynolds DMS includes hardware and software applications enabling retail automotive 

dealers to manage their inventories, customer contacts, financial and insurance information, 

transactional details, government reporting and compliance requirements, human resources files, 

and a myriad of other tasks involved in managing an auto dealership.  ERA is Reynolds’ 

principal DMS product. 

9. In October 2006, pursuant to a merger by acquisition, Reynolds and Dealer 

Computer Services, Inc. (“DCS”) merged operations.  DCS had developed a separate DMS 

product in the 1980s.  That product is currently known as POWER and continues to be offered 

under Reynolds’ ownership and control.  Unless otherwise noted, ERA and POWER will 

collectively be referred to as “the Reynolds DMS.” 

10. A Reynolds DMS consists of numerous hardware and software elements. At a 

very high level, those components include the following: 

a. A dealer-side server (either in the form of a standalone server physically on site at 
the dealership or a cloud-hosted server); 

b. An operating system on the server; 
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c. Multiple databases on the server; 

d. An application layer on the server; 

e. A secured software interface between the server and the dealer’s PCs; 

f. Terminal software on the dealer’s PCs; 

g. Secure data connections between the dealer-side server and the “Reynolds 
Integration Hub,” and 

h. The Reynolds Integration Hub itself, which includes numerous layers of security, 
monitoring and other proprietary functions designed to, among other things, 
seamlessly integrate numerous vendors, manufacturers, and others into the DMS 
ecosystem in a secure, real-time manner. 

The proprietary design and interaction of these various components reflects Reynolds’ 

decades-long efforts to provide the most secure DMS platform on the market.  Reynolds has 

staked its brand and reputation on providing such a platform. 

11. In addition to holding dealers’ own operational and financial data, Reynolds’ 

DMS is the repository of many other kinds of sensitive and confidential information including 

numerous categories of “Personally Identifiable Information,” or “PII.”   

12. Reynolds’ DMS also contains a related, overlapping category of protected 

information known as Nonpublic Personal Information (“NPI”).  Virtually all of the information 

that a consumer provides to a dealership constitutes NPI. 

13. In addition, Reynolds’ DMS holds sensitive information belonging to automotive 

original equipment manufacturers (“OEMs”), such as codes and prices for parts and labor, 

rebates and incentive information, and warranty information.   

14. Reynolds’ DMS also stores sensitive information belonging to other third parties, 

such as credit check information generated by Experian and other credit reporting bureaus.  This 

information, again by contract, cannot be shared with third parties such as Authenticom. 
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15. Reynolds’ DMS also stores Reynolds’ own proprietary information, including 

forms, accounting rules, tax tables, and proprietary tools and data compilations.  Reynolds does 

not generally share this information with third parties absent a proper license agreement.  

Authenticom has no such license agreement with Reynolds.  In addition, Reynolds’ DMS 

includes, and largely is comprised of, many valuable pieces of intellectual property. That 

intellectual property includes a number of patents, as well as various copyrighted software 

elements and programs.  For example, the copyrighted program ERAccess.EXE is the user 

emulation software located on a PC at a dealership that is used by a dealership employee to log 

on to the Reynolds DMS.  Authenticom does not now, nor has it ever had, Reynolds’ permission 

to access, use, or profit from this intellectual property. 

16. As part of its system, Reynolds has built over 1,600 customized interfaces, 

deployed in over 50,000 custom packages that engage in approximately 260,000,000 data 

transactions a month.  Reynolds employs more than 5,000 people and devotes enormous 

resources to building, maintaining, and monitoring all of these systems. 

B. The Reynolds Certified Interface (“RCI”) Program  

17. As discussed above, Reynolds has staked its brand and reputation on providing 

the most secure DMS platform on the market.  Access to the DMS without Reynolds’ 

authorization, especially of an automated nature, constitutes a potential threat to that reputation, 

to the system, and to the data held within it. 

18. At the same time, Reynolds’ dealership customers seek to use various third-party 

applications as part of their business operations.  These include software applications that 

provide automated license-plate registration, customer outreach management, dealership 

marketing assistance, information technology, website management, and other services.  Other 
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vendors, like TRUECAR, provide vehicle pricing for the dealers’ customers using Vehicle Sold 

information from the dealers’ inventories.  Such third-party applications often require access to 

dealer data held within the DMS. 

19. Although many vendors seek only to “pull” data from the DMS, some also seek 

the ability to “push” data back into the DMS so that it can populate the DMS’s various systems 

and databases.  For example, vendors seeking to amend customer records or input service 

appointments often desire such “push” or write-back abilities. 

20. Providing dealers with the ability to use such applications, subject to appropriate 

safeguards, is a critical part of ensuring that Reynolds’ DMS is competitive in the DMS market. 

21. Reynolds’ response has been the Reynolds Certified Interface (“RCI”) program, 

which facilitates third-party access to dealers’ data while imposing carefully constructed layers 

of safeguards and protections between the vendors and the DMS itself.  The RCI program 

provides application vendors with the ability to both receive and, if appropriate, push data to and 

from the DMS via dedicated, customized interfaces.  This form of integration, however, does not 

allow the vendor or application to directly access the DMS servers, and especially not the dealer-

side or hosted servers. 

22. Reynolds’ RCI essentially consists of many uniquely designed custom interfaces 

for the participating third-party applications.  Reynolds has built numerous safeguards—

including redundant layers of hardware and software protection—into the RCI system and works 

to ensure system stability.   

23. Although hostile data extractors seek to imitate real time access like that provided 

by RCI on the RCI side, they cannot do so.  Instead, they attempt to ping the system repeatedly 

on the dealer side to draw information out, thus causing system load.  They further bypass 
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journaling and all of the other safeguards around write-back functionality.  Reynolds has never 

authorized an exception to its policy of prohibiting dealer-side access to “write back” to the 

DMS using automated functions, and Reynolds is not aware of Authenticom ever having had the 

ability to do so. 

24. In addition to RCI, there are several other ways by which application vendors can 

receive access to data from Reynolds’ DMS customers, without accessing the DMS system itself.  

First, the Reynolds DMS contains a functionality called Dynamic Reporting.  This reporting tool 

allows dealership employees, at their option, to build customized reports with extensive 

flexibility.  Dynamic Reports can be scheduled to run at any time automatically, up to four times 

a day.  Dealers can then send or push the resulting output, available in a variety of formats, to 

their vendors or other third parties such as Authenticom at no cost.  Dealers’ decisions of how 

and whether to push this to third parties are entirely up to them.  Dealers can set up the entire 

Dynamic Reporting process manually, eliminating the need for automated access to Reynolds’ 

DMS. 

25. Authenticom, and its DealerVault product, regularly receives data from 

dealerships via these dealer-pushed Dynamic Reports.  Reynolds has no objection to 

Authenticom receiving data via these dealer-pushed reports—which Authenticom itself has 

admitted is a “viable” way for it to receive data from Reynolds’s DMS customers.  See Dkt. 104-

21 (Gulley Decl. Ex. 65).  Reynolds believes that the vast majority of Authenticom’s business 

relating to the Reynolds DMS involves authorized dealer-pushed Dynamic Reports. 

26. A second alternative to RCI that application vendors can use to receive DMS data 

is through “Automated Vehicle Inventory Downloads,” by which Reynolds has configured an 

automated report for third parties to retrieve vehicle-inventory data.  The process pushes the 
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vehicle-inventory data to a secure destination (at the dealership or to Reynolds), where dealers 

can arrange for third parties to retrieve it.  In addition, Reynolds provides dealers with several 

data transfer options related to their banking and payroll functions, including positive pay and 

direct deposit. 

27. Reynolds’ clearly articulated and widely publicized policy for over a decade has 

been that, outside of the options noted in paragraphs 24-26 above, “all third-party vendors that 

want data from a dealership’s Reynolds system [must] be certified through the Reynolds 

Certified Interface program.”  Dkt. 71-8 (Nemelka Decl. Ex. 33).  Reynolds has not been 

secretive about these policies, but has proudly been the industry leader in requiring certified 

interfaces with its system as “the safest way to protect [dealer] data … while still supporting the 

need for moving data to third parties and OEMs.”  Dkt. 71-7 (Nemelka Decl. Ex. 32); see also 

Dkt. 70-21 (Nemelka Decl. Ex. 21). 

C. Reynolds’ Licensing Agreements 

28. Reynolds licenses its DMS to dealerships pursuant to a licensing agreement that 

grants “a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited right to Use” the DMS for a limited term “for 

the internal data processing needs of your automotive business,” subject to numerous conditions 

and restrictions.  Dkt. 65-24 § 1 (Nemelka Decl. Ex. 49). 

29. Authenticom has admitted in its own proposed findings of fact that Reynolds’ 

contracts categorically prohibit dealers from giving access to the DMS to “any third party.”  

Authenticom’s Proposed Findings of Fact (“FOF”) ¶ 153 (Dkt. 63) (quoting Dkt. 65-24 § 1 

(Nemelka Decl. Ex. 49)).  Among other things, Reynolds’ DMS contracts emphasize to dealers 

that “[y]our license(s) … cannot be assigned, transferred, or sublicensed, either voluntarily or 
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involuntarily, without Reynolds’ prior written consent and any attempt otherwise shall be void 

and have no effect.”  Dkt. 65-24 § 1.  The standard DMS contracts also provide: 

Reynolds (or Other Providers) retains all proprietary rights in the 
Licensed Matter and the Site, Including copyrights, patents and trade 
secrets.  You acknowledge that Licensed Matter [e.g., the DMS] 
contains Confidential Information belonging to Reynolds or Other 
Providers and that Licensed Matter may be subject to end user 
license agreements of Other Providers.  You agree: (a) not to copy 
(other than making regular back-up copies, if permitted by us), 
modify, disassemble or decompile any Licensed Matter or the Site, 
or re-license, sublicense, rent, lease, timeshare or act as a service 
bureau; (b) to maintain the Licensed Matter in complete confidence; 
(c) not to disclose or provide access to any Licensed Matter or 
non-public portions of the Site to any third party, except your 
employees who have a need for access to operate your business 
and who agree to comply with your obligations under this 
Section 1; (d) to notify Reynolds immediately of any 
unauthorized Use or disclosure of Licensed Matter or your PIN 
or Logins (if applicable); (e) to cooperate with us to protect 
Reynolds and Other Providers’ proprietary rights in Licensed 
Matter and the Site, and (f) to comply with any end user license 
agreement of an Other Provider. ... 

Id. (emphasis added). 

30. The fact that Reynolds imposes these contractual licensing restrictions has been 

widely known in the automotive industry for more than a decade, as has the fact that Reynolds 

actively enforces the restrictions, both legally and technologically. 

31. Some dealers disagree with these prohibitions, while others appreciate and 

affirmatively agree with them. The disagreeing dealers are free to switch from Reynolds to other 

DMS providers that follow less stringent data security practices (or decline to use Reynolds in 

the first place) as a result of these contractual requirements.  In fact, hundreds of dealers have 

switched to other DMS providers’ more “open systems.” 
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D. Authenticom’s Relentless, Ongoing, Unauthorized Attempts to Hack  Into 
 Reynolds’ DMS and “Scrape” Data for Sale to Third-Party Vendors 
 

32. Some vendors seeking to obtain data stored within a DMS choose to contract with 

independent “data extractors”—often called “hostile integrators”—to obtain data from the DMS 

and provide it to vendors by using their own software interfaces.  Dealers sometimes have 

facilitated data extractors’ access to DMSs by sharing their existing login credentials or creating 

new ones for the extractors in violation of the contractual prohibitions described above.  The 

extractors will then attempt to use those credentials to pull data from the DMS and/or push data 

back into the DMS for the vendors. 

33. Authenticom is one such data extractor.  It calls itself a “dealer data integration 

provider,” but it admits it offers “no actual ‘integration’” services “in the traditional sense”; 

“[i]nstead, in this context, ‘integration’ is simply a synonym for data access.”  Compl. ¶¶ 2, 54 

n.4 (emphases added) (Dkt. 1).  In short, Authenticom’s business model is to “serve[] as a 

bridge” on behalf of third-party vendors to get “access” to “dealer data” inside Reynolds’ 

proprietary DMS, over Reynolds’ objections.  Id.  Authenticom’s founder and president, Stephen 

M. Cottrell, has bragged that his company gives vendors a “pipeline into these dealerships,” 

without mentioning that this “pipeline” runs into Reynolds’ proprietary Reynolds DMS, where it 

executes Reynolds’ proprietary, licensed software to suck data out of the Reynolds DMS through 

unauthorized and unlawful means.  Dkt. 104-22 at 9 (Gulley Decl. Ex. 66). 

34. Authenticom admits that it repeatedly has “bridge[d]” into the Reynolds DMS 

over Reynolds’ objections; has “pull[ed],” “extract[ed],” and “scrape[d]” data from within the 

Reynolds DMS for sale to third-party vendors; and has “‘push[ed]’ data back into the database” 

in altered form.  Compl. ¶¶ 50, 54-55 & n.4, 77-80.  Authenticom freely admits that, in response 

to Reynolds’ longstanding efforts to prevent Authenticom and others from hacking into the 
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Reynolds DMS, Authenticom has attempted for years to “navigate around” Reynolds’ “blocking 

efforts” through various “workaround solutions,” including “user emulation” (i.e., falsely 

representing to be dealers logging into their own DMS accounts).  Id. ¶¶ 55, 195; [Redacted] 

Mem. in Support of Preliminary Injunction at 8 (Dkt. 67) (discussing Authenticom’s efforts to 

“work[] with dealers to develop workaround solutions that circumvented Reynolds’ efforts to 

block access”). 

35. Reynolds repeatedly has put Authenticom on notice that its “brazen” attempts to 

gain “unauthorized access” to Reynolds’ DMS are “contrary to Reynolds’ security policies, 

compromise[] the operational integrity of Reynolds’ system and, perhaps most importantly, 

violate[] the agreements that Reynolds enters into with its dealership customers.”  Dkt. 66-7 

(Nemelka Decl. Ex. 57).  And Reynolds repeatedly and unequivocally has demanded that 

Authenticom “cease and desist from accessing Reynolds’ proprietary software and hardware 

without the proper license and authorization to do so.”  Id.  Authenticom admits that Reynolds 

repeatedly has objected to Authenticom’s actions as constituting tortious interference with 

Reynolds’ dealer and vendor contracts.  See FOF ¶ 188-89. 

36. Reynolds has backed its objections up with continuing efforts to protect its 

intellectual property and proprietary Reynolds DMS through technological blocks and other self-

defense measures.  Authenticom admits that, since at least 2009, Reynolds has been “disabling,” 

“disrupting,” and “blocking” Authenticom’s unauthorized efforts to get inside Reynolds’ DMS.  

FOF ¶¶ 109-12, 137, 191.  Indeed, according to Mr. Cottrell, Reynolds undertook “intensified” 

blocking efforts in 2013 that “resulted in an almost complete collapse of Authenticom’s 

integration business for dealers using the Reynolds DMS.”  Cottrell Decl. ¶ 38 (Dkt. 62). 
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37. But instead of backing off and respecting the integrity and proprietary character of 

Reynolds’ DMS, and the intellectual property contained within the DMS, Authenticom has 

responded with deception, trickery, and technological gamesmanship.  It has publicly vowed to 

continue its parasitical practices “despite whatever hurdles are placed in our path,” and has 

simply redoubled its efforts to, in Mr. Cottrell’s words, “navigate around the shutdowns.” 

Authenticom.com, Why Certification?, dated June 2015;1 Cottrell Decl. ¶¶ 40-41; see also FOF 

¶¶ 210-11.  One auto industry analyst has likened the situation to a game of “Whack-A-Mole”:  

“Vendors get shut out, and then find a way to work around the problem by finding a ‘hostile’ or 

backdoor entry.  Reynolds then finds the backdoor entry and shuts it down.”  Dkt. 65-14 

(Nemelka Decl. Ex. 39). 

38. Authenticom’s relentless efforts to hack into Reynolds’ DMS and to “scrape” and 

“extract” data out of the Reynolds DMS without Reynolds’ permission have caused a variety of 

serious and ongoing injuries to Reynolds and its dealers, and put at risk the millions of people 

whose PII and other confidential data are jeopardized by “hostile” integrators like Authenticom.  

To begin, hostile integrators like Authenticom are a cyber-security “black hole” and a 

catastrophic data breach just waiting to happen.  Any time they hack into Reynolds’ DMS, 

Reynolds has only limited visibility regarding what data is being extracted, and no visibility 

whatsoever as to where that data is going or who is doing what with it. 

39. In addition, Authenticom’s hacking and unauthorized access practices violate 

widely accepted cybersecurity practices and directly contradict guidance from the National 

Automotive Dealers Association.  These dangerous practices include communicating 

confidential authentication credentials over the telephone and via unencrypted clear text in email, 

                                                 
1 http://www.authenticom.com/pdf-downloads/Why%20Certification.pdf 
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telephone, or web forms; encouraging dealers to configure automated “pulls” of all data from the 

DMS regardless of necessity or sensitivity; and failing to provide adequate transparency and 

accountability respecting the data that Authenticom removes, stores, and resells. 

40. Moreover, the automated scripts used by Authenticom “ping” the DMS with data 

requests at a rate of hundreds or thousands of times per week.  That greater speed and volume 

taxes the computational and network resources of the Reynolds DMS, resulting in degradation of 

service for dealers and increased operational costs to Reynolds. 

41. Since the early 2000s, Reynolds has experienced many incidents where third 

parties’ actions have impaired or even crippled the ability of the Reynolds DMS to function 

properly. That, in turn, has caused significant harm to Reynolds’ reputation and customer 

satisfaction with dealers—many of whom did not know or care about the underlying causes but 

simply saw that their Reynolds DMS was not working. 

42. It has been expensive and burdensome for Reynolds to respond to Authenticom’s 

continuing technological gamesmanship and “Whack-A-Mole” tactics.  Reynolds has had to 

invest significant resources in investigating and resolving “hostile integration” problems caused 

by Authenticom—a cost that Reynolds alone has had to bear, rather than dealers, third parties, or 

Authenticom itself.  And whenever Authenticom or another hostile integrator succeeds in 

circumventing all of the dedicated safeguards and resources that Reynolds has built into its 

system, Reynolds must devote even more resources to counteracting these breaches and 

attempting to prevent recurrences. 

43. Authenticom has engaged in many sharp and improper practices in its ongoing 

hostile integration efforts.  It continues to provide false and misleading information to Reynolds’ 

dealers regarding dealers’ supposed rights to authorize Authenticom’s access to the DMS, 
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knowing full well that Reynolds’ contracts provide just the opposite.  And every time it 

masquerades as dealers and misrepresents its identities to Reynolds, it is trespassing into the 

DMS and gaining unauthorized access to highly personal and confidential data.  More critically, 

Authenticom has directed dealers to configure their accounts with “Grant Access to All Data Sets 

in All Run Areas,” which effectively gives global access to all of the data in the DMS available 

to a dealership employee – including sensitive personal data and data owned by OEMs and 

others.  Using this process, Authenticom has taken OEM and other sensitive data—which, under 

Reynolds’ OEM contracts it is barred from receiving (and sharing).  And as discussed above, 

Authenticom has further solicited and directed dealers to send their usernames and passwords for 

these accounts to Authenticom via ordinary email, telephone, and other unsecure methods, 

contrary to elementary security protocols. 

44. In addition, as discussed above, the Reynolds DMS contains and consists of 

extensive Reynolds intellectual property.  Reynolds has invested tens of millions of dollars in 

developing the technologies that comprise its DMS.  Accordingly, Reynolds charges a licensing 

fee to all parties that desire to use or access the Reynolds DMS.  Unauthorized third parties like 

Authenticom are effectively seeking to freeload on all that intellectual property, leach off of 

Reynolds’ investments, and access and profit from many DMS capabilities free of charge, 

subject to no supervision, and without restriction.  Authenticom continues its improper use of 

Reynolds’ copyrighted software and system protected by various forms of intellectual property 

rights. 

FIRST COUNTERCLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act) 

45. Reynolds restates and incorporates all preceding paragraphs by reference. 
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46. The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (“CFAA”) provides that “[w]hoever … 

intentionally accesses a computer without authorization or exceeds authorized access, and 

thereby obtains … information from any protected computer,” is subject both to criminal and 

civil liability.  18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2)(C); see also id. § 1030(c) (criminal penalties); id. § 

1030(g) (civil damages and injunctive relief).  The CFAA gives a private cause of action for 

“compensatory damages and injunctive relief or other equitable relief” to anyone who suffers at 

least $5,000 in damage or loss in any one-year period “by reason of a violation” of its terms.  Id. 

§ 1030(g); see id. § 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(I). 

47. Reynolds’ DMS is a “computer” within the meaning of the CFAA, which defines 

that term to include not only computing devices themselves but also “any data storage facility or 

communications facility directly related to or operating in conjunction with such device.”  Id. § 

1030(e)(1).  Reynolds’ DMS also is a “protected computer” within the meaning of the CFAA 

because it is used in and affects interstate and foreign commerce and communications.  See id. § 

1030(e)(2)(B). 

48. As set forth above Authenticom for over a decade has repeatedly and intentionally 

accessed the Reynolds DMS without Reynolds’ authorization. 

49. Reynolds’ Customer Agreements prohibit Reynolds’ dealer customers from 

granting third-party integrators like Authenticom access to the Reynolds DMS without 

Reynolds’ consent.  Authenticom has known of these explicit prohibitions for many years and 

has no reasonable grounds to believe that Reynolds’ dealer customers can grant Authenticom 

access to the DMS on their own. 

50. Reynolds repeatedly has demanded that Authenticom “cease and desist” from 

accessing Reynolds’ proprietary software and hardware without the proper license and 
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authorization to do so, but Authenticom has deliberately disregarded those demands and refused 

to stop. 

51. For over a decade, Authenticom has repeatedly and intentionally used the 

information it has obtained through its unauthorized access to the Reynolds DMS in connection 

with the hostile integration services it sells to third-party vendors. 

52. Authenticom has caused Reynolds substantial damages and losses, including 

damages and losses well in excess of $5,000 during a 12-month period in the last two years.  

These damages and losses include the costs of investigating and responding to Authenticom’s 

unlawful actions; the costs of restoring the Reynolds DMS and the data it contains to their 

condition prior to Authenticom’s unlawful actions; and all revenue lost, costs incurred, and other 

consequential damages incurred because of disruption of service caused by Authenticom’s 

unauthorized access. 

53. Authenticom’s violations of the CFAA continue today and will continue into the 

future if not enjoined by this Court. 

SECOND COUNTERCLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Violations of the Wisconsin Computer Crimes Act) 

54. Reynolds restates and incorporates all preceding paragraphs by reference. 

55. The Wisconsin Computer Crimes Act (“WCCA”) prohibits “willfully, knowingly 

and without authorization” (1) accessing, taking possession of, or copying “computer programs 

or supporting documentation”; or (2) disclosing “restricted access codes or other restricted access 

information to unauthorized persons.” Wis. Stat. § 943.70(2)(a).  The WCCA provides that 

“[a]ny aggrieved party may sue for injunctive relief … to compel compliance with this section.”  

Id. § 943.70(5). 
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56. Reynolds’ DMS is a “computer program” within the meaning of the WCCA, 

which defines that term to include not just computing devices themselves, but also “all input, 

output, processing, storage, computer software and communication facilities that are connected 

or related to a computer in a computer system or computer network.”  Wis. Stat. § 

943.70(1)(am). 

57. For over a decade, Authenticom repeatedly has “willfully, knowingly and without 

authorization” accessed, taken possession of, and/or copied the Reynolds DMS and programs 

and data within the DMS, including in Wisconsin.  As set forth above, Authenticom has known 

for many years that Reynolds’ dealer customers are contractually forbidden from giving 

Authenticom access to the DMS without Reynolds’ consent, and Authenticom never has had 

reasonable grounds to believe otherwise. 

58. Reynolds is an “aggrieved party” within the meaning of the WCCA because it is 

the owner and operator of the DMS that Authenticom has illegally accessed; because 

Authenticom has tortiously interfered with Reynolds’ contractual relationships with its dealer 

customers; because Authenticom has unjustly enriched itself at Reynolds’ expense; and because 

Authenticom  has caused Reynolds various other damages and losses as set forth in these 

Counterclaims. 

59. Authenticom’s violations of the WCCA continue today and will continue into the 

future if not enjoined by this Court. 

THIRD COUNTERCLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Violations of the California Comprehensive Computer Data Access and Fraud Act) 

60. Reynolds restates and incorporates all preceding paragraphs by reference. 

61. The California Comprehensive Computer Data Access and Fraud Act 

(“CCCDAFA”) provides for criminal and civil liability against “any person” who, among other 
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specified misconduct, (a) “[k]nowingly accesses and without permission alters, damages, deletes, 

destroys, or otherwise uses any data, computer, computer system, or computer network in order 

to either (A) devise or execute any scheme or artifice to defraud, deceive, or extort, or (B) 

wrongfully control or obtain money, property, or data”; (b) “[k]nowingly accesses and without 

permission takes, copies, or makes use of any data from a computer, computer system, or 

computer network, or takes or copies any supporting documentation, whether existing or residing 

internal or external to a computer, computer system, or computer network”; (c) “[k]nowingly and 

without permission uses or causes to be used computer services”; (d) “[k]nowingly accesses and 

without permission adds, alters, damages, deletes, or destroys any data, computer software, or 

computer programs which reside or exist internal or external to a computer, computer system, or 

computer network”; (e) “[k]nowingly and without permission provides or assists in providing a 

means of accessing a computer, computer system, or computer network in violation of this 

section”; and (f) “[k]nowingly and without permission accesses or causes to be accessed any 

computer, computer system, or computer network.”  Cal. Penal Code § 502(c)(1)-(4), (6)-(7).  

The CCCDAFA provides that, “[i]n addition to any other civil remedy available, the owner or 

lessee of the computer, computer system, computer network, computer program, or data who 

suffers damage or loss by reason of” any of these violations “may bring a civil action against the 

violator for compensatory damages and injunctive relief or other equitable relief.”  Id. § 

502(e)(1). 

62. Reynolds’ DMS constitutes and is made up of one or more “computer networks,” 

“computer systems,” and “computer programs or software,” and provides “computer services” to 

its dealer customers and authorized vendors, including in California, as each of those quoted 

terms is defined in the CCCDAFA, Cal. Penal Code § 502(b)(2)-(5).  A substantial portion of 
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these networks and systems is located in the State of California, providing computer services to 

dealer customers located in that State. 

63. As set forth above, Authenticom has for over a decade repeatedly and knowingly 

accessed the Reynolds DMS without Reynolds’ permission, including in California, and have 

knowingly and without permission engaged in all of the other actions prohibited by the 

CCCDAFA, Cal. Penal Code § 502(c)(1)-(4), (6)-(7), as quoted in paragraph 61 above.  In 

particular, Authenticom has knowingly and without permission accessed and used Reynolds’ 

DMS to wrongfully obtain data within the DMS and sell it to third-party vendors; knowingly and 

without permission attempted to deceive and defraud Reynolds by tricking the DMS into 

believing that Authenticom was an authorized dealer logging into its own account, when in fact it 

was not, for the purpose of taking data from the DMS and selling it to third-party vendors; 

knowingly and without permission used a variety of computer services provided by the Reynolds 

DMS, without payment for those services; and knowingly and without permission accessed, 

caused to be accessed, and assisted others in accessing the Reynolds DMS.  A substantial portion 

of these illegal activities either took place in California or were targeted at computers, computer 

systems, and computer networks located there; were undertaken at the behest of and in 

coordination with dealers and vendors located in California; and involved confidential data of 

California residents, including Reynolds’ dealer customers located there. 

64. Authenticom has caused Reynolds substantial damages and losses by reason of 

the violations of the CCCDAFA specified above, including the costs of investigating and 

responding to Authenticom’s unlawful actions; the costs of restoring the Reynolds DMS and the 

data it contains to their condition prior to Authenticom’s unlawful actions; and all revenue lost, 
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costs incurred, and other consequential damages incurred because of disruption of service caused 

by Authenticom’s unauthorized access. 

65. Authenticom’s violations of the CCCDAFA will continue into the future if not 

enjoined by this Court. 

FOURTH COUNTERCLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Tortious Interference With Contract) 

66. Reynolds restates and incorporates all preceding paragraphs by reference. 

67. Reynolds has binding written contracts with its dealer customers in the form of 

the Reynolds Customer Agreement. 

68. As detailed above, and as admitted by Authenticom, the Reynolds Customer 

Agreement prohibits customers from allowing third-party integrators like Authenticom to access 

or interface with the DMS without Reynolds’ consent, including by providing the customers’ 

own log-in credentials to third-party integrators. 

69. Authenticom has been fully aware of the Reynolds Customer Agreements for 

many years. 

70. Reynolds has not consented to any customer allowing Authenticom to interface 

with the Reynolds DMS and has demanded that Authenticom cease and desist from its actions. 

71. Authenticom has long been well aware that, by selling its integration services to 

Reynolds’ customers, it has been causing Reynolds’ customers to breach their contracts with 

Reynolds.  Nevertheless, Authenticom has acted willfully with the purpose and intent of 

procuring breaches of the Reynolds Customer Agreements by selling its hostile integration 

services to Reynolds’ customers. 

72. Authenticom has actively solicited and induced Reynolds’ customers to provide it 

with access to the Reynolds DMS in violation of the Reynolds Customer Agreements.  
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Authenticom has persuaded Reynolds’ customers to breach their promises to Reynolds so that 

Authenticom can peddle its unauthorized services to third-party vendors for a fee. 

73. Authenticom has no justification or privilege that can excuse its tortious 

interference with Reynolds’ contracts with its customers.  Authenticom’s conduct has been 

willful; its motives have been profit-driven; and it has directly interfered with Reynolds’ critical 

interests in the integrity of its DMS and its relationships with its customers. 

74. Reynolds has been damaged as a direct and proximate result of Authenticom’s 

tortious interference with Reynolds’ contracts with its customers.  Those damages include but are 

not limited to damages related to the resulting technical and performance problems for Reynolds’ 

customers that have required Reynolds to devote and divert substantial internal resources for 

purposes of diagnostic and customer support in response to these technical problems, as well as 

having to develop additional technological blocks to protect the DMS. 

75. Authenticom’s tortious interference with Reynolds’ contracts and business 

relationships with its customers continues today and will continue into the future if not enjoined 

by this Court. 

FIFTH COUNTERCLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Trespass to Chattels) 

76. Reynolds restates and incorporates all preceding paragraphs by reference. 

77. Authenticom’s continuing efforts to use and intermeddle with Reynolds’ DMS 

over Reynolds’ repeated objections and technological blocks constitute trespass to chattels under 

the common law of Wisconsin.  Authenticom’s acts of trespass have not been occasional or 

accidental, but repeated, intentional, and in willful disregard of Reynolds’ objections and 

demands to cease and desist. 
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78. Authenticom’s repeated and ongoing acts of trespass into Reynolds’ DMS have 

impaired the condition, quality, and value of the DMS; interfered with Reynolds’ operation of 

the DMS and its customers’ use and enjoyment of the DMS; and undermined the security and 

integrity of the DMS and the data stored in it. 

79. Authenticom’s trespasses into Reynolds’ DMS continue today and will continue 

into the future if not enjoined by this Court. 

SIXTH COUNTERCLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Unjust Enrichment) 

80. Reynolds restates and incorporates all preceding paragraphs by reference. 

81. Wisconsin common law imposes liability for “unjust enrichment” where one party 

confers a benefit upon another party; the recipient recognizes and appreciates the fact of such 

benefit; and the recipient accepts and retains the benefit under circumstances such that it would 

be inequitable to retain the benefit without payment of the value thereof. 

82. All of these elements of liability are present here.  As the result of Authenticom’s 

actions described above, Reynolds has involuntarily conferred upon it substantial benefits—

access to the Reynolds DMS and the data in it, and the ability to “extract” and “scrape” data in 

the DMS for sale to third parties.  Reynolds has invested tens of millions of dollars in developing 

its DMS.  Through its unauthorized “pipeline” into the DMS, Authenticom has sought to leach 

off of Reynolds’ intellectual property and capital investments, using and accessing many DMS 

capabilities free of charge, under no supervision, and without restriction. 

83. Authenticom obviously recognizes and appreciates the benefits it has obtained 

through its unauthorized “pipeline” into the Reynolds DMS and the data in it, as evidenced by its 

continuing efforts to hack into the DMS despite Reynolds’ repeated objections, technological 

blocks, and threats of litigation. 
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84. Authenticom has accepted and retained these ill-gotten benefits under 

circumstances such that it would be inequitable to allow it to retain the benefits without payment 

of the value thereof in the form of a reasonable licensing and access fee.  Authenticom’s 

challenged conduct is illegal under federal and state law; it has brazenly ignored Reynolds’ 

repeated objections and continued with its technological gamesmanship to circumvent Reynolds’ 

IP blocks, resulting in increased expenses and DMS problems for Reynolds; it has knowingly 

and intentionally induced Reynolds’ dealer customers into facilitating Authenticom’s 

unauthorized access into the DMS; and it has enjoyed many of the benefits of the DMS without 

paying anything for access into it.  It would be inequitable in these circumstances to allow 

Authenticom to retain the benefits of its illegal hacking and scraping activities without payment 

of a reasonable licensing and access fee. 

85. Authenticom’s acts of unjust enrichment at Reynolds’ expense continue today and 

will continue into the future if not enjoined by this Court. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Reynolds respectfully requests that this Court enter judgment: 

 A. Declaring that Authenticom’s actions: 

  (1) violate the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030; 

  (2) violate the Wisconsin Computer Crimes Act, Wis. Stat. § 943.70(2)(a); 

  (3) violate the California Comprehensive Computer Data Access and Fraud Act,  

        Cal. Penal Code § 502; and 

  (4) constitute tortious interference with contract, trespass to chattels, and unjust  

        enrichment in violation of Wisconsin common law; 
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 B. Permanently enjoining Authenticom from engaging in the actions that violate 

these laws including accessing the Reynolds DMS without Reynolds’ authorization; 

 C. Awarding Reynolds its full losses, expenses, and other damages caused by 

Authenticom’s illegal actions; 

 D. Requiring Authenticom to pay for the benefits it has unjustly obtained through its 

unauthorized access to Reynolds’ DMS and the data in it, including a reasonable royalty together 

with the profits it has earned from vendors or dealers from accessing the DMS without 

Reynolds’ authorization; 

E. Awarding Reynolds its costs and litigation expenses, including attorneys’ fees and 

costs; and 

 G. Awarding Reynolds such other and further relief that this Court deems just, 

proper, and equitable. 
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